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A Whole New Side To Linear…
Introducing The 4415 See-Thru™ Linear Gas Fireplace
By Fireplace Xtrordinair™
Fireplace Xtrordinair™ has pushed the limits once again, by creating a transitional interpretation of fire,
the 4415 See-Thru™ Linear Gas Fireplace.
As the newest addition to Fireplace Xtrordinair’s High Output Linear Gas Fireplace Series, the 4415 SeeThru™ also features a sleek, linear profile with tall, dancing flames over a bed of glowing, under-lit
crushed glass – with twice the viewing area! The 4415 See-Thru’s dynamic two-sided design will
architecturally complement and add visual dimension to any space, making it the perfect stylish viewing
window between two rooms, or a breathtaking display of fire with multiple viewpoints to the center of
large rooms.
The 4415 See-Thru™ can be personalized to complement any home’s décor, from traditional to
contemporary, with a variety of interior and exterior transitional style options. When installed as a
fireplace for two separate rooms, both sides can feature completely different looks that are finished
seamlessly with surrounding materials that highlight each room.
The 4415 See-Thru™ represents the perfect balance of beauty and function. This fireplace is not only a
stunning focal point, but a high output heater-rated appliance as well, that can heat up to 2,100 square feet
with the help of two standard powerful convection fans. The heat output is variable however, and can be
easily adjusted when less heat is desired. On warmer days you can even turn the fire off and keep the
interior accent lighting on so you can enjoy the beauty of the 4415 See-Thru™ 365 days a year. This
fireplace can also be set up to distribute convective heat from your choice of one or both of its sides to
accommodate your personal heating requirements.
This fully loaded fireplace comes standard with the GreenSmart™ Remote, which offers the ultimate in
features and convenience at your fingertips. This multi-function remote allows you to control virtually
everything on this fireplace, including the room temperature, height of flames, dimmable accent lights
and the room air convection fans.
The 4415 See-Thru™ is built to extremely high standards at the House of Fire Factory in Mukilteo,
Washington. We use the finest materials available, such as welded heavy gauge steel for the body of the
fireplace, and high quality, high clarity Neo-Ceramic glass for the viewing areas. Installed over the glass
are nearly invisible ANSI-compliant safety screens that protect against accidental contact with the hot
glass surfaces without detracting from the fire view.

